Toulouse Business School

SUMMER SCHOOL

TOULOUSE
BARCELONA
LJUBLJANA

think multicultural & create new experiences

3 INTERNATIONAL ACCREDITATIONS
**5 GOOD REASONS TO JOIN OUR SUMMER SCHOOL PROGRAMS**

1. Earn up to 26 ECTS credits whilst discovering Europe
2. Learn about the European business environment
3. Live a unique, multicultural experience
4. Enjoy company visits as well as fun and interesting cultural and social activities
5. Study in top ranking, internationally accredited European business schools

---

**TESTIMONIES**

What have past students thought of TBS’s Summer School programs?

**Bryan RAMIREZ GALINDO - Colombia**

“The TBS Summer School programs opened my eyes to new cultures and ways of doing things. I can say that it was the most amazing experience of my life. I got to learn with the classes, I got to travel around Europe, I made new awesome friends from all around the world, and I came back to my home country filled with new ideas to implement as a business project.”

**Zaina BOUMAZGUIDA - Morocco**

“I chose TBS because of the diversity of the courses, the people, and the staff made me feel comfortable. You not only get an academic experience (and credits) but you get to know people coming from all over the world, discover new horizons, new cultures and make international friends.”

**Mila RACE - Canada**

“The TBS Summer School programs provided me with an opportunity to see two amazing countries and many beautiful cities. TBS also had amazing included and optional activities to participate in throughout the exchange.”
BARCELONA (SPAIN)

Barcelona is a dynamic European business centre and one of the world’s most popular cosmopolitan destinations. Its excellent geographical location by the sea, combined with its reputation as an international trade hub, and status as an innovative, artistic melting pot, attracts a wealth of talent and is home to Spain’s second largest student population.

TOULOUSE (FRANCE)

Toulouse is an enterprising business, cultural and educational centre in the south-west of France. As well as being the hub of Europe’s Aerospace Sector, Toulouse has been named the European City of Science for 2018, is regularly voted one of the most popular student cities in France, and offers a unique learning environment in a vibrant, cosmopolitan city.

LJUBLJANA (SLOVENIA)

Ljubljana is the political and cultural heart of Slovenia, offering all the facilities of a modern capital city whilst keeping its traditional beauty and charm. Situated between the Alps and the Adriatic Sea, Ljubljana is surrounded by diverse beauty.

WHY CHOOSE TBS & FELU?
• Triple international accreditation: EQUIS, AMBA & AACSB
• Extensive network of partner universities worldwide
• International faculty from a multitude of professional sectors
• Diverse student body


The Faculty of Economics, University of Ljubljana is the leading institution in business and economics in Slovenia with programmes in English on all levels. It offers an international study environment with cross-cultural learning experiences and partnerships with institutions from all around the world.

• Joint Summer School
  Toulouse-Ljubljana: Scenic Route from 28th June to 1st July. See our website for more details.

• Joint Summer School
  Toulouse-Barcelona: Journey by bus on 28th June
Pre-requisites

- Undergraduate & Master students ideally in Business
- English Proficiency

Application Deadlines

Early Bird Application Deadline:
- Toulouse Single & Joint Options: 25th March 2018
- Barcelona Single Option: 30th April 2018

Final Application Deadline:
- Toulouse Single & Joint Options: 20th April 2018
- Barcelona Single Option: 31st May 2018

Program Fees

- Toulouse Single Summer School:
  - Early Bird Tuition Fees: 1 200€
  - Standard Tuition Fees: 1 500€
  - Accommodation Packages from 495€

- Barcelona Single Summer School:
  - Early Bird Tuition Fees: 1 200€
  - Standard Tuition Fees: 1 500€
  - Accommodation Packages from 800€

- Toulouse & Barcelona Joint Summer School:
  - Early Bird Tuition Fees: 2 400€
  - Standard Tuition Fees: 2 700€
  - Accommodation Packages from 1 295€

- Toulouse & Ljubljana Single Summer School:
  - Early Bird Tuition Fees: 2 100€
  - Standard Tuition Fees: 2 550€
  - Accommodation Packages from 865€

*Discount for participants coming from TBS partner universities - Single Summer Schools: 100€ / Joint Summer Schools: 200€
Joint Summer School Scenic Route from Toulouse to Ljubljana: 520€ (including accommodation)

Apply Online

http://www.tbs-education.fr/en/summer-school

To complete your application you'll need:

- CV / Resume
- Cover Letter
- Latest Grade Transcript
- Proof of English for non-native speakers (IELTS level 6 or TOEFL 70)
- Copy of Passport
Each module represents 6/7 ECTS credits and 25 contact hours. Students should take 2 courses per destination.

A final exam or presentation will be used as the main form of evaluation.

On completion of the Summer School, a certificate of attendance and an official grade transcript will be issued to each Summer School participant.

Optional foreign language classes will be offered in Toulouse & Barcelona.

In Toulouse & Ljubljana our academic courses will be offered at Undergraduate & Masters level.

In Barcelona only Undergraduate level will be offered.

See our website for more details.

**ACADEMIC CONTENT**

Students may choose from a variety of business courses taught in English offered by TBS Toulouse and Barcelona and Ljubljana Faculty of Economics. At TBS we offer 4 Summer School Programs:

- **Single Summer School Toulouse**
  - 7th - 27th June 3 weeks

- **Single Summer School Barcelona**
  - 2nd - 20th July 3 weeks

- **Joint Summer School Toulouse & Barcelona**
  - 7th June - 20th July 6 weeks
  - OR -
  - 7th June - 20th July 6 weeks

- **Single Summer School Toulouse & Ljubljana**
  - 7th June - 20th July 6 weeks

**CULTURAL & SOCIAL EVENTS**

TBS's Summer School is not all about academics — there’s more! A diverse selection of cultural and social activities is organized during all our Summer School programs for students to get to know each other, to discover the local area, to learn about local business and to enjoy themselves!

Activities include guided tours, company visits, team-building events, weekend trips, themed evenings, and the Opening and Closing ceremonies.
PRACTICAL INFORMATION

VENUE
All courses are held at Toulouse Business School (Toulouse and Barcelona campuses) and the University of Ljubljana’s Faculty of Economics, in large, modern, well-equipped lecture rooms. All campuses are situated in safe, central areas and close to public transport options.

FACILITIES
Access to computer facilities, library and wireless internet is provided. Students are welcome to bring their own laptop.

VISAS
It is the student’s responsibility to enquire about the particular visa requirement according to his/her country of origin. For further information about travel requirements to France, Spain or Slovenia, please contact your nearest French, Spanish or Slovenian Embassy or Consulate. In the case of France you can also contact the nearest Campus France office. Upon final registration and payment, Toulouse Business School will issue an official letter of acceptance which will help you to obtain a valid visa.

INSURANCE
We highly recommend that all Summer School participants buy an appropriate health insurance to cover them during their stay in Europe and for travel purposes.

ACCOMMODATION
Comfortable accommodation packages are available in student residences for the duration of the Summer School.
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For further information about Toulouse Business School
www.tbs-education.fr/en/summer-school

Head Office
Toulouse Business School
1, place Alphonse Jourdain
31068 Toulouse Cedex 7
France

A SUBSIDIARY COMPANY OF